Nile Hotel Project
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Project Data

Site: Luxol', Egypt.
Al'chitect: Payette Associates,
Inc. (USA).
Design:John Wilson, with
Ethan Anthony, Youngjo
Sui, Lestel' Lloyd, Diane
Rothschild, Evan Shu,
Nancy Twomey.
Consultant: Abouseda
Associates, Cail'O, Egypt,
MI'. Roushdy Abouseda.
Stl'uctul'e: Simpson,
GWl1pel'tz, and Hegel'.
ElemicallMechanical: Lehl'
Associates.
Construction consultatiorl:
Bechtel Intemational COl'p.

he project presented on
these pages is only a conceptual design evolved
solely upon the initiative
of the architect. There is
no client as yet. It is a
'project in search of a client', and to this
extent, it is possible to envisage the role
of the architect as developer - then taking it to potentially interested clients.
Payette and Associates' initial objective
was to demonstrate a way of making
architecture that is ulliovative and sensible in terms of technology, climate and
the culture.
Located on the eastem banks of the
Nile on the vicinity of the Temple of
Kamak, the proposed hotel faces New
Gouma village by Hassan Fathy on the
opposite bank, with the Valley of the
Kings, and that of the Queens, and the
Temple of Hatshepsut beyond. Proximity to the Kamak site meant that a 10
metre height limitation was imposed and
hence a solution was found by building
down the bank of the river (which is 6
metres above water level at this POUlt) as
a series of platforms. Excavation would
achieve this, and the earth removed
would then be utilised in the actual construction of the hotel.
Typical current construction techniques for multi-storey buildings in Egypt
involved extensive use of reinforced concrete, precast concrete planks, concrete
blocks, and even pre-fab metal components. These materials are all imported
according to Payette's survey. In the hands
of local workers, unfamiliar with the systems and lacking the most basic tools and
instruments for making the systems work
properly, the results have been very poor
and very slow, so that workmen would
have to be imported too.
The architects looked for a better way

All documents courtesy
of the architects.
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to build the hotel. What they had were
mud, straw, water, sun and eager, hard
workers in abundance, but multi-storey
mud brick buildings take a long time and
are not very resistant to earthquakes.
What was needed was a structural system
that was quick to erect and easy to accomplish. They thought of sculpturing in clay
on an armature of steel wire. The armature
is light structural steel, easily handled by
workmen and simple to make true by
pre-drilled holes for connections. Our
sculpture is mud brick in£ill, finished with
mud plaster and gypsum. Mud is mixed
with cement of floor decks.
From the points of view of architectural detailing, low-rise massing of built
volumes, and creation of highly agreeable
outdoor spaces, the Nile river project is a
concerted attempt to make a building
that is both appropriate for its proposed
functions and for the site, climate and
resources available. Wooden mashmbiya,
or screens, to break the glare of the sun
were introduced; water was brought into
the courtyards for purposes of cooling
and for the effects of sound; the materials
used for wall fInishes lend authenticity
because they are also found locally.
In the last analysis, it represents a signifIcant departure from the stereotyped
images propagated by many Westem
hotel designers, who claim incessantly
that modem services for tourism must be
housed in 'modem-looking' buildings.
Payette's proposal brings down this
approach to a fInished product that is
infInitely more palatable - by the richness of thinking that went on behind its
conception.
View ~f the hotel Fom the Nile with its docking
hasin dil'ectly on the I'ivel"s edge. All of the public
activities, ,'estaumnt, cafes, bal/I'oom and casino
would shm'e this space with its telTaces and loggias.
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First upper floor plan, indicating open courtyards
around which guest rooms are located.

Lowerfloor plan shows those spaces located in
excavated areas bordering the Nile River.
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Main floor plan with entry court, lobby, ballroom, and guest rooms around courtyards.
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Section BB

Section CC

Sectional drawings illustrating how the hotel could be stepped down to the water's edge .
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Lift, top: Perspective drawing oj the entry court to
the hotel.
Lift, above: Designers' conception oj integmted
shopping aI'eas along open loggias with guest rooms
above and looking onto either cou/Tyards or the
river.
Lift: Perspective view oj the hotel lobby.
Above: Study sketches oj how to take advantage oj
the topogmphy oj the site in order to bring activities
oj the hotel down to the water's edge.
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Above: The interconnected
courtYal'ds are oblong in
shape, their long axis
running North-South, in
ordel'to eliminate as much
direct sun as possible. They
would be landscaped and
have fountains.
Left: Wall sections as
conceived by the designers,
incorporating mud brick
construction arid p,'e!abl'icated
steel }i'amirlg arid flooring
systems.
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1. Wall Section @
Rooms @ Porches

2. Wall Section @
Rooms @ Con'idor

3. Wall Section @
Common Wall between 1'00rns
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